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1. Background 
 

The Europeana Newspapers Project is aggregating 18 million digital newspaper pages for The 
European Library1 and Europeana2. These will be made publicly accessible and searchable via a 
web interface, which the project is developing. 

 
In addition to making a vast volume of digital newspapers publicly accessible, the aggregation and 
refinement work of Europeana Newspapers allows the partners involved in the project to learn new 
skills and share knowledge related to newspaper digitisation. These professional competencies are 
then shared with the broader library and cultural heritage community through workshops and 
information days. 

 

This report concerns the second of three planned workshops run by the project. It was a half-day 
event, held on September 16th, 2013 as part of The European Library: Promoting innovation in 
Europe conference3 in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. 

 

                                                
1 http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org. The main interface for the newspapers (including full text and images) will be 
delivered by The European Library. Europeana will deliver metadata related to newspaper titles, and possibly issues. 
2 http://www.europeana.eu 
3 http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org/tel4/amsterdam 
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2. Workshop Overview & Format 
 

The Europeana Newspapers: Aggregation and Presentation Workshop took place on September 
16th 2013 in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The workshop was held as part of The European 
Library: Promoting innovation in Europe conference.  

The conference was principally organised as The European Library’s annual meeting for its 
members but also showcased a number of projects with which The European Library is involved 
(e.g. Europeana Newspapers, Europeana Collections 1914-1918, Europeana Cloud and 
CENDARI). Thanks to our close ties with The European Library, the Europeana Newspapers logo 
was printed on all conference material for the two-day event.   

The workshop was publicised via several methods: 

• Europeana Newspapers newsletter4 

• Emails to the network 

• Presentations at conferences, information days and other workshops 

• Blog posts on the websites of Europeana Newspapers, The European Library and LIBER5  

• Activity on a variety of social media channels.  

 

Thanks to active promotion of the workshop from Work Package 6 of Europeana Newspapers, and 
general promotion for The European Library conference, there was a high level of interest in the 
workshop. Approximately 50 people attended from libraries and SME’s across Europe. Many had 
joined Europeana Newspapers as an Associated or Networking  partner in April 2013.  

The main goal of the workshop was to discuss the work of Europeana Newspapers to develop a 
web interface6  that can effectively display the 18 million newspaper pages being aggregated by 
the project. The workshop therefore included a preview of the web interface and the audience 
participated in a discussion about the best design features for such an interface (see the agenda)7. 

 

Changes in the program  

Two days before the workshop, the main speaker Channa Veldhuijsen had to pull out for personal 
reasons. This meant that last-minute changes were made to the agenda and format of the 
workshop. 

1. The presentation of Channa Veldhuijsen was delivered by Marieke Willems from LIBER.  

2. A discussion, originally scheduled to be led by Channa Veldhuijsen, was replaced by a talk 
from Dean Birkett, usability expert at Europeana. He reviewed six newspaper websites, 
which had been selected as workshop case studies, and made practical recommendations 
for improving the usability of each website. 

In the survey that followed the workshop, the expert review by Dean Birkett was highly praised. 
Workshop participants expressed a desire for more opportunities to discuss the many issues 
related to online newspaper usability. 

                                                
4 http://us5.campaign-archive2.com/?u=d6917fe9aedb5cab842024bb9&id=e1f7433e2e 
5 http://www.libereurope.eu/news/browsing-europes-historic-newspapers-register-for-europeana-newspapers-workshop  
6 The term interface is technically more accurate. We will therefore use ‘interface’ instead of ‘browser’. 
7 http://www.europeana-newspapers.eu/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/ENP_WS-Amsterdam-agenda.pdf  
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The actual testing of the Europeana Newspapers interface was led by Alastair Dunning from The 
European Library (the project partner developing the interface). He gave the audience a virtual tour 
of the interface and demonstrated many of its features. 

A person was then selected from the audience to be an example tester, and express her reactions 
to the interface aloud as she navigated the site for the first time. These included remarks about 
which parts of the website were intuitive for her, or difficult to understand, and her reactions to the 
various features of the interface.  

Finally, all workshop participants took part in a group discussion on usability issues related to the 
current version of the interface and made their suggestions for improvements in upcoming 
versions. 
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3. Key Points from Presentations 
 

The session began with a general introduction to the project from Hans-Jörg Lieder of the Berlin 
State Library and Marieke Willems of LIBER.8 

 
Key points: 

1. Europeana Newspapers is a best-practice network which will aggregate 18 million 
digitised historic newspaper pages from 12 European libraries. 

2. It is important to make newspapers available because they are a source of 'everyday' 
information that record normal life and relate to each one of us. 

3. Newspapers urgently need to be preserved because the originals were not made to last. 
Frail paper, fading ink and missing editions are common. 

Markus Muhr of The European Library then spoke about the aggregation process and the timeline 
for making content available on Europeana and The European Library websites9. 

 
Following this introduction, the focus of the workshop switched to the practical steps involved in 
building a web interface for historic newspapers. The general principles of usability testing were 
outlined in this presentation from Channa Veldhuijsen10. 

Key points: 

1. Usability means making sure that something works well and that a person of average 
ability can use it without becoming frustrated. 

2. Usability principles to keep in mind include: 
a. Don't Make Me Think. Websites should be intuitive. 
b. Don't Waste My Time. Make important features stand out.  
c. No Time for Small Talk. Get rid of irrelevant information. 

3. Testing is critical. All websites have problems and most problems are easy to find, if 
you ask users to spot them. As a designer, you can be blind to issues with your own 
website. 

Next, Alastair Dunning demonstrated the interface that The European Library has been developing 
for the Europeana Newspapers Project11. 

Key points: 

1. The European Library is building an interface to allow searching across a range of 
historic newspapers, which have been digitised by project partners. Title-level metadata 
will be exported to Europeana. 

2. A beta version has been developed and usability testing is scheduled for early 2014. 
3. The first version will contain a basic text search and filtering of results by facets such as 

date, country and language. Later iterations will include more in-depth features. 

                                                
8 http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana_Newspapers/europeana-newspapers-amsterdam-workshop-introduction  
9 http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana_Newspapers/enp-aggregation-telamsterdam  
10 http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana_Newspapers/20130916-presentation-usability-testing-def  
11 http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana_Newspapers/challenges-and-solutions-in-creating-a-european-historic-
newspapers-interface-26336960  
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In the second half of the workshop, partners of the Europeana Newspapers Project and Associated 
partners presented their own interfaces for digitised newspapers and spoke about the challenges 
they encountered in designing the interface. 

1. The Berlin State Library -  zefys.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de 
2. The British Library12 - britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk 
3. The National and University Library of Slovenia13 - dLib.si 
4. National and University Library of Iceland14 -  timarit.is  
5. National Library of Luxembourg15 – eluxemburgensia.lu 
6. National Library of Czech Republic16 - kramerius3.nkp.cz 

 

To close the workshop, Dean Birkett17, a usability and accessibility expert at Europeana18, 
summarised the important issues and gave specific recommendations for each of the newspaper 
websites that had been presented. 
 

Key Points: 

1. Make type size large: 16px is the recommended size. 
2. Be careful of colours. Some online newspapers sites use red to highlight important 

information but red is normally associated with warning signals and errors in the user's 
mind. 

3. Use words to indicate language choices (e.g. 'English', 'Français') not flags. The Spanish 
flag won't necessarily be interpreted to mean 'click here for Spanish' if the user is from 
Mexico. 

4. Cut down on unnecessary text. Make it easy for users to skim (e.g. though the use of 
bullet points). 

Videos to accompany Dean's presentation19 are also available on YouTube20. 

 
A copy of the signed list of participants and the workshop agenda are included as appendices to 
this document. In addition, all presentations are available on the Europeana Newspapers 
Slideshare account: http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana_Newspapers.  

                                                
12http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana_Newspapers/british-library-26336962  
13 http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana_Newspapers/historical-newspapers-in-the-context-of-digital-library-of-slovenia  
14 http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana_Newspapers/amsterdam-2013-the-right-new-version1  
15 http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana_Newspapers/elux-presentationamsterdam  
16http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana_Newspapers/prezentace-amsterdam  
17http://deanbirkett.name/  
18http://pro.europeana.eu/about/staff  
19http://www.slideshare.net/Europeana_Newspapers/heuristic-review1  
20https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLshcsrWCovqYRK3UW9awapTXUFc0v6KRW  
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4. Methods of Stakeholder Engagement 
 

4.1 Workshop at a joint conference 

The Promoting Innovation in Europe conference was jointly organised with the many projects that 
The European Library is involved in: Europeana Newspapers, Europeana Collections 1914-1918, 
ARROW plus and CENDARI. This was an important event for the Europeana Newspapers Project 
network as it gave partners from other projects the chance to see the work of the Europeana 
Newspapers project, share best practices and network with its partners.  

The Associated, Networking and Project Partners of Europeana Newspapers had the chance to 
see each other again at the conference and talk about the latest information. 

4.2 User testing 

Stakeholders were invited to give their views on the draft interface being developed by Europeana 
Newspapers for the 18 million pages of aggregated content. Alastair Dunning from The European 
Library (the project partner developing the interface) led the group through the main features and 
then asked for ideas about how it might be improved. 

4.3 Case studies  

“It would be great if those associated project partners who already have a rather elaborated 
portal for access to their digitisations (e.g. Luxembourg, Switzerland) and thus can be 
considered as benchmarks would give us a short introduction to their sites as well as tell us 
which difficulties they encountered and how they solved them! I would find this very 
useful.”  

This comment from a Belgrade Workshop participant inspired the idea of discussing six case 
studies of newspaper interfaces from libraries at the Aggregation and Presentation Workshop. 

Associated and Project Partners were invited to highlight their newspaper interface in a 5-10 
minute presentation, and to explain the challenges they experienced in designing an interface that 
meets the user requirements. 

Dean Birkett, usability expert from Europeana, then performed a heuristic review on the six case 
studies. The review gave all participants a clear idea of usability issues to consider when designing 
a newspaper interface. 
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5. Participant Feedback 
Feedback on the workshop was collected via a survey that was sent to all participants after the 
workshop. The survey asked the following questions: 

 

1. How do you rate the information you received in advance of the workshop? 
2. How was the balance between presentations and interactive sessions? 
3. What did you like best about the workshop? 
4. What do you think needs improvement? 
5. Did the program fit your professional needs? 
6. Any other comments or suggestions? 

 

The results revealed the following: 

 

• 75% of survey respondents said the information they received was Good and Very Good. 
• 75% said the workshop had met their professional ne eds 
• 62.5% of respondents wanted more discussion in the workshop.  
 

The parts respondents liked best were:  

 

• 50% liked the six case studies of newspaper interfaces  
• 50% liked Dean Birkett’s heuristic analysis of the newspapers websites. 
• 25% liked the principles of usability testing 

 

The parts the respondents said needed improvement: 

• 50% mentioned the WiFi obstructing the usability testing. 
• 25% wanted to see more of the Europeana Newspapers Interface. One respondent 

commented: 
 
 “If this group of presentations is done again, I would like to see the individual libraries first, 
followed by Channah's, followed by analysis of them, and only then move into discussion of the 
TEL, with the same critique of TEL. I would like to see the continuum. (The WiFi also needs 
improvement.) It was interesting to see that advice given to each of the six national libraries 
wasn't also given to Europeana-Newspapers, which also shared some of their faults”. 

 

Comments from participants included suggestions for future workshops.  

 
“I would love to have sat in the (invitational) metadata discussion (of the partners). [I understand 
that I couldn't.] I would love to have heard more about geo-temporal tagging - and, 
conceptualization of tool-kits that could be used beyond the newspaper project. I should 
emphasize not just the geo-tagging or the temporal tagging but the intersection of geographic 
and temporal tags. The map interface boundaries demonstrated were those of contemporary 
Europe. They're essential to engaging (young) Europeans in particular, but they seem to 
overlook research need and (?expatriate?) emigre-community interests that cross borders, 
indeed, see borders that look quite different in the historical context. I would have liked to hear 
more about external context. Only one presenter mentioned non-EU efforts in digital 
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newspapers. I would have liked to hear more about next steps, beyond the release of best-
practices, beyond the perfect isolation of newspapers, ... fitting newspapers into a broader 
library. I am not a particularly good mixer. I learned a lot, but I wasn't terribly engaged. I 
probably would have been more engaged had we had opportunity as planned with live-wireless 
review of the demonstration newspaper library. It might have been interesting if -- I'm sure you 
must have done this at earlier conferences -- ... if we were asked to break into small groups, 
and, each group design what they thought was essential to a digital newspaper library. I'd have 
met more people, built more lasting and useful contacts. It was a workshop. I came hoping to 
work far more than I did. Thank you for wonderful presentations.” 

“Workshop - a usually brief intensive educational program for a relatively small group of people 
that focuses especially on techniques and skills in a particular field.” 
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6. Suggestions for Future Workshops 
 

Based on the feedback we gathered (see section 5) and the general observations of the workshop 
organisers, we have a number of suggestions for future events. 

  
1. Incorporate more discussion. Due to poor wireless internet the user testing session 

was less interactive than planned. Instead of participants testing the interface and 
commenting on it via post-its and in a group discussion, participants acted as one user. 
The discussion was based on what one user experienced.  Some survey respondents 
commented that they would have liked to have more discussion.  

2. Avoid dependence on wireless internet.  Although we had verified the connection 
before the workshop, and despite the fact that The European Library paid additional 
fees to the conference hosts for the maximum possible bandwidth, the wireless internet 
did not perform as expected during the workshop. This meant that we modified the 
program from individual user testing to group testing based on the available wired 
connections. For future workshops that involve user testing, we should look into the 
possibility of providing a larger number of computers with fixed internet access.  

3. Continue to actively involve stakeholders in wor kshop programmes. Project and 
associated partners responded enthusiastically when asked to share their experiences 
of designing online newspaper interfaces, and workshop participants were particularly 
positive about this section of the workshop. It was felt that this was an excellent way for 
members of the Europeana Newspapers network to expose their work to a wider 
audience and for attendees to get an overview of current best practices around Europe. 

4. Continue to make networking a prominent feature on the agenda. The format of 
this workshop was chosen for the networking possibilities between partners of different 
projects, all of whom attended the conference. A number of partners of the Europeana 
Newspapers Network met for a social evening after the first day of the conference. 

5. Take an overall workshop rating in future survey s. The feedback from participants 
was very useful to see what we should continue and we should improve. To have clear 
indicators of the quality of the workshop, we will also introduce an overall workshop 
rating in future surveys. 
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7. Media Coverage 
The events and highlights of the workshop were shared in many ways with the project and wider 
cultural heritage community.  

Workshop reports were published on the Europeana Newspapers website21 and photographs from 
the day were placed on the Flickr22 and Facebook23 accounts of Europeana Newspapers.  

Articles and blogs about the workshop were published on the following websites: 

 

Media 
organisation 

Web address  

Europeana-Pro 
http://pro.europeana.eu/web/guest/pro-blog/-/blogs/website-usability-
examined-by-europeana-newspapers-project  

LIBER 
http://www.libereurope.eu/blog/perfecting-the-online-experience-for-
historic-digital-newspapers  

KB research 
http://researchkb.wordpress.com/2013/09/26/presenting-european-
historic-newspapers-online/  

 

                                                
21http://www.europeana-newspapers.eu/amsterdam-workshop-report/  
22 http://www.flickr.com/photos/enewspapers/sets/72157634094399977/ 
23 https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanaNewspapers 
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Appendix I: Agenda 
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Appendix II: Signed List of Participants 
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